A complete classification of Belyi functions for transforming certain hypergeometric equations to Heun equations is given. The considered hypergeometric equations have the local exponent differences 1/k, 1/ , 1/m that satisfy k, , m ∈ N and the hyperbolic condition 1/k + 1/ + 1/m < 1. There are 366 Galois orbits of Belyi functions giving the considered (non-parametric) hypergeometric-to-Heun pull-back transformations. Their maximal degree is 60, which is well beyond reach of standard computational methods. To obtain these Belyi functions, we developed two efficient algorithms that exploit the implied pull-back transformations.
monodromy (i.e., a basis of algebraic solutions) from a few standard hypergeometric equations. An example of a (2, 3, 5)-minus-3 Belyi function of degree 1001 is given online at [23, NamingConvention] . As Remark 4.1 here shows, (k, , m)-minus-1-regular Belyi functions exist only if 1 ∈ {k, , m}. Definition 1.3 A Belyi function ϕ is called minus-n-hyperbolic if:
(i) there are positive integers k, , m satisfying 1/k + 1/ + 1/m < 1 (the hyperbolic condition) such that ϕ is (k, , m)-minus-n-regular;
(ii) there is at least one point of branching order k above z = 1, a point of order above z = 0, and a point of order m above z = ∞.
Minus-3-hyperbolic Belyi functions are listed in [26, §9] . Table 3 in [26] lists nine 1 Galois orbits of such Belyi functions, of degree up to 24. This paper gives all minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi functions P 1 → P 1 . The motivation is that they give transformations of Gauss hypergeometric differential equations without Liouvillian [30] solutions to Heun equations (i.e., Fuchsian equations with 4 singularities). This allows to express non-Liouvillian Heun functions in terms of better understood Gauss hypergeometric functions. The application to these transformations of Fuchsian equations is discussed in §4. This paper, combined with the list of parametric hypergeometric-to-Heun transformations in [28] , covers all non-Liouvillian cases of hypergeometric-to-Heun transformations.
We used two algorithms to compute the minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi functions. They both utilize the fact that these Belyi functions give hypergeometric-to-Heun transformations. One algorithm is probabilistic and uses modular lifting. It exploits the fact that Heun's equation is represented by few parameters. The other algorithm is deterministic, and uses existence of a hypergeometric-to-Heun transformation to get more algebraic equations for the (a priori) undetermined coefficients of a Belyi function.
The branching patterns are enumerated in §3, following the approach from [27] . We notice that some of our Belyi functions are related to notable Shimura curves [8] , [29] . The application to hypergeometric-to-Heun transformations is explained in §4. Our algorithms are presented in §5. Section 6 discusses special obstructed cases of encountered Belyi functions. The Appendix sections give ordered lists A-J of computed Belyi functions, discusses composite Belyi functions, and compares our results with Felixon's list [9] of Coxeter decompositions in the hyperbolic plane. All dessins d'enfant of computed Belyi coverings are depicted in this paper, most of them next to the A-J tables of §B. Our list of dessins is larger than [1, 4, 16] combined.
Organizing definitions, examples
We start with a few definitions that will help us to organize the list of Belyi functions. Then we take a relaxed look at a few examples, including those of the largest degree 60. At the same time, dessins d'enfant are introduced more fully, setting a geometric tone of our presentation.
Definition 2.1 Let ϕ be a (k, , m)-minus-n-regular Belyi function for some n. The regular branchings of ϕ are the points above z = 1 of order k, the points above z = 0 of order , and the points above z = ∞ of order m. The other n points in the three fibers are called exceptional points of ϕ. A branching fraction of ϕ is a rational number A/B, where A is a branching order at an exceptional point Q, and B ∈ {k, , m} is the prescribed branching order for the fiber of Q. Definition 2.2 Let ϕ :
z be a (k, , m)-minus-4 Belyi function. Let q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 denote its exceptional points. The j-invariant of ϕ is the j-invariant of the elliptic curve Y 2 = qi =∞ (X − q i ), given by formula (2.2)
below. It is invariant under Möbius transformations of P 1 x . A canonical form of ϕ is a composition of ϕ with a Möbius transformation that has three exceptional points at x = 0, 1, ∞. The fourth exceptional point then becomes x = t, where t is a cross-ratio of q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 . The cross-ratio depends on the order of q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 , and there is an S 3 -orbit (S 3 ∼ = S 4 /V 4 ) t, 1 − t, t t − 1 , 1 t , 1 1 − t , 1 − 1 t (2.1) 1 Minus-3-hyperbolic Belyi functions give rise to the hypergeometric transformations described in [26, §9] . There are 10 different such
Belyi functions up to Möbius transformations, in 9 Galois orbits. The degree 18 Belyi function there is defined over Q( √ −7).
of related cross-ratios. Any of these values is a t-value of ϕ. The j-invariant is j(t) = 256 (t 2 − t + 1)
As an example, t ∈ {−1, 2, 1 2 } gives j = 1728. If j ∈ {0, 1728} then the six t-values in above S 3 -orbit are distinct. The S 3 -action gives a homomorphism S 3 → Gal(Q(t)/Q(j)), hence [Q(t) : Q(j)] ∈ {1, 2, 6}.
Definition 2.3 The t-field resp. j-field of ϕ is the number field generated by a t-value resp. the j-invariant. The r-field (canonical realization field) of ϕ is the smallest field over which a canonical form of ϕ is defined. These fields do not depend on the ordering of the 4 exceptional points.
Example 2. 4 The degree 12 rational function ϕ(x) = 64x 2 (x − 3) 9 (x − 9)
27(x − 1)(8x 3 − 72x 2 − 27x + 27) 3 is a (2, 3, 9)-minus-4 Belyi map. Indeed, the numerator of ϕ(x) − 1 is a full square. It is already in a canonical form, as x = 0, x = 1 and x = ∞ (of branching order 2) are exceptional points. The fourth exceptional point x = 9 is a t-value. The j-invariant is equal to 2 2 73 3 /3 4 by formula (2.2). The branching pattern of ϕ is given by three partitions of the degree d = 12 into branching orders above 0, 1, ∞. Using the notation in [27] , we express the branching pattern of ϕ shortly as follows: The prescribed branching orders are indicated with square brackets, with their multiplicity in front. The 4 branching orders that are not enclosed in square brackets represent the 4 exceptional points. Dividing them by their prescribed branching order(s) produces the 4 branching fractions: 1/3, 2/3, 1/9, 2/9.
In the application setting of hypergeometric-to-Heun transformations in §4, the regular branchings will become regular points (after a proper projective normalization) of the pulled-back Heun equation H; the exceptional points will be the singularities of H; and the branching fractions will be the exponent differences of H. The exponent differences of the hypergeometric equation under transformation will be 1/k, 1/ , 1/m. Example 2.4 will be continued in §4.
Definitions 2.2, 2.3 will be used to group the obtained Belyi functions into manageable classes. The Belyi functions will be listed twice in this paper. The first list is Tables 2.3.7-3.4.4 of §3. Its ordering by the (k, , m)-triples and branching patterns reflects the classification scheme. In Appendix §B, the list of Galois orbits is grouped and ordered by the j-fields, t-fields, branching fractions. This order allows quick recognition whether a given Heun function is reducible to a hypergeometric function with a rational argument ϕ.
Belyi functions nicely correspond to certain graphs called dessins d'enfant 2 . Mimicking [4, Section 2], we spell out standard correspondences for genus 0 Belyi functions as follows. There are 1-1 correspondences between these objects: (I) Belyi functions P (III) The triples (g 0 , g 1 , g ∞ ) of elements in a symmetric group S d , such that:
• the total number of cycles in g 0 , g 1 , g ∞ is equal to d + 2;
2 Generally, a dessin d'enfant [30] is a bi-colored graph (possibly with multiple edges), with a cyclic order of edges around each vertex
given. This defines a unique (up to homotopy) embedding of the bi-colored graph into a Riemann surface. Customarily, the vertex colors are black and white. The dessins d'enfant of genus 0 Belyi coverings can be drawn on a plane, as the Riemann sphere minus a point is homeomorphic to a plane. Given a Belyi covering ϕ, its dessin d'enfant is realized as the pre-image of the interval segment [0, 1] ⊂ R ⊂ C onto its Rieman surface, with the vertices above z = 0 colored black and the vertices z = 1 colored white. The branching pattern of ϕ determines the degrees (i.e., valencies) of vertices of both colors of its dessin d'enfant, and the degrees of cells on the Riemann surface. The cell degree is determined by counting vertices of one color while tracing its boundary. The degree of a dessin d'enfant is the degree of the corresponding Belyi function.
• g 0 , g 1 , g ∞ generate a transitive action on a set of d elements;
up to simultaneous conjugacy of g 0 , g 1 , g ∞ in S d .
(IV) Field extensions of Q(z) of genus 0, unramified outside z = 0, 1, ∞.
Part (III) gives the monodromy presentation of a Belyi covering, and d is the degree. The dessins d'enfant is basically a graphical representation of the combinatorial data in (III). This paper presents all obtained dessins pictorially, while the accompanying website [23] gives the Belyi maps (I), the permutations in (III) and other data (such as j, t, r-fields). The number d + 2 is illuminated in the proof of Lemma 3.1. For each fiber z ∈ {0, 1, ∞}, the conjugacy class of g z is determined by the partition of d that reflects the branching pattern in the fiber. Part (IV) is convenient for considering the composition structure of Belyi maps; see Appendix C.
The (ii) there is at least one white vertex of degree k, a black vertex of degree , and a cell of degree m.
All minus-4-hyperbolic dessins d'enfants could be found by a combinatorial search on a computer. But with our Maple implementations it was faster to compute first the minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi functions, and then compute their monodromy permutations in (III). This paper presents all minus-4-hyperbolic dessins (up to complex conjugation), most of them next to the tables of Appendix §B.
In total, there are 872 Belyi functions of the minus-4-hyperbolic type, up to Möbius transformations in both x and z. They come in 366 Galois orbits 3 . In leap years we could decorate a calendar with the minus-4-hyperbolic dessins d'enfant, one Galois orbit per day. We categorize and label the Galois orbits of the objects in (I)-(IV) as A1-J28; see §3.1 and Appendix §B. The largest Galois orbit J28 has 15 dessins, for a (2, 3, 7)-minus-4 branching pattern of degree 37. Completeness is checked with two independent algorithms and other checks, see §5 and Appendix §D.
The highest degree of a minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi function is 60. Its branching pattern is 30 [2] = 20 [3] = 8 [7] + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1. There are two Galois orbits for this branching pattern, with three dessins each. We identify the two Galois orbits as H14 and H46. The dessins d'enfant for these Belyi functions are depicted 4 in Figure  1 . The 4 exceptional points in each dessin are represented by circular loops; they could be assumed to lie in the center of each cell of degree 1. The other cells (including the outer ones) have degree 7. The left-most dessins of H14 and H46 clearly have a reflection symmetry, hence they are defined over R. The other two dessins of H46 are mirror images of each other, and are related by the complex conjugation.
The Belyi functions of degree 60 are composite. Their 15 and 30 components are labeled H10 (for H14) and H46, J19 (for H45). The Belyi functions H10, H14 are examples that have an obstruction, as described in §6. This has interesting geometric consequences for the dessins d'enfant. Although both have a totally real moduli field Q(cos , not all dessins of H10 and H14 have a reflection symmetry. Rather, the complex conjugation may give a homeomorphic dessin, identifiable with the original only after an automorphism of the Riemann sphere. For example, consider the middle and the right-most dessins of H14 in Figure 1 . The dessins d'enfant for H10 are depicted in Figure 2 , together with most of other examples with an obstruction. 3 Belyi functions are explicitly defined over algebraic number fields, and the absolute Galois group Gal(Q/Q) permutes Belyi coverings with the same branching pattern. The size of a Galois orbit of dessins d'enfant is the degree of the moduli field; see §6. Given a branching pattern, the set of Belyi coverings with that branching pattern is finite (up to Möbius transformations), possibly empty. The Galois action does not need to be transitive on this set, and several Galois orbits with the same branching pattern may appear. 4 The dessins in Figure 1 have all white vertices of order 2, hence they are examples of clean dessins d'enfant. It is customary to depict clean dessins without white vertices, so that edges connect black vertices directly, and loops are possible. A white vertex is then implied in the middle of each edge.
H14
H46 Fig. 1 The degree 60 dessins d'enfant
The branching patterns
We enumerate the possible branching patterns in the same way as was done for parametric hypergeometric-toHeun transformations in [27] . To end up with a finite number of cases, we use Hurwitz formula and the hyperbolic condition 1/k + 1/ + 1/m < 1. Without loss of generality, we assume the non-decreasing order k ≤ ≤ m for the regular branching orders from now on.
Lemma 3.1 Let ϕ be a minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi covering of degree d, with the regular branching orders k ≤ ≤ m ∈ Z >0 . Then (i) There are exactly d − 2 regular branchings and 4 exceptional points.
(iii) Let S denote the sum of 4 branching fractions. We have d ≥ m, otherwise condition (ii) of Definition 1.3 is not satisfied. Combining this with the degree formula gives the inequality in (iv). Together with m ≥ 4, the inequality in (iv)
The inequalities in (iv), (v) gives a finite list of triples (k, , m). Setting S = 4/m in part (iii) gives an upper bound for d, leaving the following candidates for (k, , m, d): The last two candidates give less than 4 exceptional points.
Given a candidate tuple (k, , m, d), it is straightforward to enumerate the correspondent branching patterns. Let h 1 , h 0 , h ∞ denote the eventual number of regular branchings in the fibers z = 0, 1, ∞, respectively. Then we have h 1 + h 0 + h ∞ = d − 2 by Lemma 3.1(i), and 0 < h 1 ≤ d/k , etc. With a possible integer solution (h 1 , h 0 , h ∞ ) at hand, we have to partition the numbers d − kh 1 , d − h 0 , d − mh ∞ into total 4 positive parts, not equal to the respective regular orders k, , m. For example, if (k, , m, d) = (2, 3, 7, 28) then we are lead to partition either 7 into 3 parts (in the m = 7 fiber) or 4 into 4 parts (in the = 3 fiber). There are four such partitions of 7 and one of 4, hence five branching patterns.
In total, there are 378 branching patterns 5 for minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi functions. We list them in the first two columns of Tables 2.3.7-3.4.4, by giving their branching fractions and the degree. The table titles refer to the tuple (k, , m). The branching fractions are left unsimplified (e.g. 4/8 instead of 1/2) to keep the fibers and branching orders of exceptional points plainly visible. The branching patterns are uniquely determined by the unsimplified branching fractions.
Summary of computed results
The last two columns of Tables 2.3.7-3.4.4 give information about found coverings with the considered branching patterns. Computation of Belyi coverings for each possible branching pattern is the most demanding step. The algorithms used to generate and verify the list of Belyi functions are presented in Section §5.
The third column of Tables 2.3.7-3.4.4 gives a label for every Galois orbit with the branching pattern defined by a sequence of 4 branching fractions in the first column. With the application to Heun equations in mind, we group the Belyi functions by the Q-extension of the j-invariant. The cases with j ∈ Q are further grouped by the t-field. We group the computed minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi functions into the following 10 classes, labeled alphabetically from A to J: 3 /9, 1 /9, 1 /9, 1 /9 24 -no covering 1 /9, 1 /9, 2 /9, 2 /9
3 /9, 3 /9, 1 /9, 2 /9 18 -no covering 3 /9, 1 /9, 1 /9, 4 /9 -no covering 3 /9, 2 /9, 2 /9, 2 /9 18 -no covering Table 2 .3.12. Table 2 .3.14. Table 2 .4.5. Table 3 .3.5. The last column of the same tables gives basic information about the size of Galois orbits, j-fields, t-fields of the computed Belyi functions. The j-field is indicated as follows:
• by the field degree d, in the power notation j d ;
• if the degree is 3, 4, 5 or 6, a minimal field polynomial
• if the field is quadratic, j 2 ( √ a) means the field Q( √ a);
• if j = 0, it is stated so;
• for j ∈ Q \ {0}, no j-notation is given, but the t-field and (possibly) the moduli field are indicated.
The t-field is specified as follows:
• if the j-field is indicated, the t-field degree d is given (in the power notation t d ) only if j = 0 and the t-field is an extension of the j-field;
• if j ∈ Q \ {0} and t ∈ Q, a value of t is given in the factorized form (as motivated by §E);
• if j ∈ Q \ {0} and the t-field is quadratic, t( √ a) means the field Q( √ a);
• if j ∈ Q \ {0} and the t-field degree is greater than 2, t spl (a, b) means the splitting field (of degree 6 in our examples) of the polynomial X 3 + aX + b.
The size of the Galois orbit 6 is equal to the degree of the moduli field. In most cases, the j-field and the moduli field coincide 7 . The moduli field is indicated only if it differs from the j-field, either with m 2 ( √ a) if its degree is 2, or with m d if its degree d > 2. Statistics of computed Belyi coverings is presented in Table 1 . More information about each computed Galois orbit can be found in the tables of Appendix §B and our website [23] . In order to compute and simplify the whole set of minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi functions, and to obtain interesting additional information about them, we used the computer algebra package Maple 15, the polredabs command of GP/PARI, and had to implement several algorithms. The main work of computing the Belyi functions is described in §5. Here is a list of additional handled problems, sorted roughly by the amount of work involved:
• Given a minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi function, compute its branching type, its t-value, j-invariant, the canonical realization field, and moduli field.
• Given two triples (g 1 , g 0 , g ∞ ) of elements in S d as in (III) of §2, decide whether they represent the same dessin d'enfant up to conjugacy in S d .
• In the obstructed cases as described in §6, compute the obstruction conic and a conic-model (if possible).
• Find possible decompositions of a Belyi function ϕ(x) into smaller degree rational functions.
• Given a Belyi function ϕ ∈ K(x) and an embedding K → C, compute the dessin d'enfant ϕ under this embedding.
• Find a Möbius-equivalent Belyi functionφ(x) of substantially smaller bitsize, if possible.
Algorithmic solution of less trivial problems of this list is elaborated in [24, §3, §4] . The implementations and computed data are available at [23] . A portion of computed Belyi functions has been known, inevitably. Most notably, the Belyi covering G45 defined over Q( √ −11) has the monodromy group isomorphic to the sporadic Mathieu group M 12 . Its humanoid dessin d'enfant is called Monsieur Mathieu; see the appendix dessins. The Galois orbits A19, G47, F11 are considered in [10] and [31, Example 5.7] . The C30 dessin (turned 90 0 in Figure 2 here) appears in [5] as a rabbit with a lopped off left ear and a sidelong smirk on the right hand side. The degree 24 coverings with (k, ) = (2, 3) were computed in [4] .
An important area where Belyi functions appear is Shimura curves [8] , [29] , [22] . Checking the list of low genus Shimura curves X 0 (n) in [29] , we recognize our H10, H11, H12 as Belyi coverings for the congruence groups Γ 0 (29), Γ 0 (43), Γ 0 (13) ⊂ P SL(2, O), where O is the quaternion order over Q(Re ζ 7 ) considered in [8] . H1 is a Belyi covering for Γ 0 (19) of similar quaternions over Q(Re ζ 9 ). The coverings A2, A6, A7, A8, A16, A19, A20, C1 appear in diagrams III, VI, XI in [22] . Minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi functions appear in coverings of classical modular curves as well. Checking the Cummins-Pauli online list [6] of genus 0 congruence subgroups of P SL(2, Z), we recognize A5, A18, B19, C1, D8, D19, G13, G35, G39 as coverings for the congruence subgroups
0 , respectively. Any Belyi covering gives a modular curve with respect to some (not necessarily congruence) subgroup of P SL(2, Z), since Γ(2) ⊂ P SL(2, Z) is a free group on two generators [29] . The minus-4-hyperbolic functions tend to give Shimura curves corresponding 6 Our notation allows to count the total number of dessins d'enfant in selected Galois orbits rather quickly in Tables 2.3 7 The moduli field always contains the j-field, as the j-value is an invariant of Möbius transformations. In our encountered cases, the moduli field is at most a quadratic extension of the j-field.
to manageable non-congruence subgroups. Our computational routine [23, ComputeBelyi.mpl] can be used to investigate genus 0 Shimura curves more thoroughly.
Application to Heun functions
The minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi functions have application to transformations between hypergeometric and Heun functions (or their differential equations). This allows to express some Heun functions in terms of better understood hypergeometric functions. In fact, we utilize this application in our algorithms to compute the Belyi functions. The Gauss hypergeometric equation
and the Heun differential equation
are second order Fuchsian equations [30] with 3 or 4 singularities, respectively. The singular points are z = 0, 1, ∞ and x = 0, 1, t, ∞. If C ∈ Z, a basis of local solutions of (4.1) at x = 0 is given by the famous Gauss hypergeometric series: The parameter q is an accessory parameter; it does not influence the local exponents. If c ∈ Z, then an independent local solution at x = 0 is 6) where ϕ(x) is a rational function, and θ(x) is a radical function (an algebraic root of a rational function). Geometrically, the transformation pulls-back a differential equation on P Table 2 .3.9 of §3.1 and in Appendix §B.
Recently, parametric transformations between Heun and hypergeometric equations without Liouvillian solutions 8 were classified in [27] , [28] . They apply to hypergeometric equations where at least one exponent difference is not restricted to a value 1/n with n ∈ N; hence a parameter. In total, there are 61 parametric transformations up to the well known symmetries of hypergeometric and Heun equations [28] . But the number of Galois orbits of utilized Belyi coverings (up to Möbius transformations) is 48. These Belyi functions are listed in [27, Table 4 ]. They satisfy condition (i) but not (ii) of Definition 1.3, because the parameter(s) could be specialized to satisfy the hyperbolic condition. The parametric transformations are labeled P1-P61 in [28] , following similar criteria as in Appendix §A here. The Belyi functions of this article complete the list of hypergeometric-to-Heun transformations when no Liouvillian solutions are involved. This example illustrates that there are no (k, , m)-minus-1 functions, unless 1 ∈ {k, , m}. In the exceptions, the implied hypergeometric equation must have a logarithmic singularity with the exponent difference 1. In particular, the polynomial (
An interesting observation is that the pull-back covering ϕ(x) can be recovered from local solutions of the related hypergeometric and Heun equations, if only an oracle would tell us one constant. Particularly, suppose that the point x = 0 of Heun's equation lies above the singularity z = 0 of hypergeometric equation. Let y 1 , y 2 denote the hypergeometric local solutions in (4.3), respectively, and let Y 1 , Y 2 denote the Heun local solutions in (4.4), (4.5), respectively. We have the formula Y 1 (x) = θ(x) y 1 (ϕ(x)) like (4.7), and a similar formula [28, Lemma 3.1] relating y 2 , Y 2 but normalized by a constant K that depends on the first power series term of ϕ(x). The quotient ψ 1 (x) = Y 2 /Y 1 does not depend on the prefactor θ(x), and can be identified with the respective quotient ψ 0 (z) = y 2 /y 1 up to the constant multiple K. We have
. Therefore, the Belyi covering ϕ(x) the composition of the inverse function ψ where K = −64/3. The ratio of two independent solutions of the same differential equation of order 2 is called a Schwarz map of the differential equation. We consider the Schwarz maps 9 again in Appendix §D. This observation is significant in a few ways. Firstly, a data base of our Belyi functions could be given by the data of Heun equations to which they apply (the exponent differences, the parameters q, t), the hyperbolic type (k, , m), and the constant K. The Belyi coverings would be then recovered by reconstructing a rational function from a power series. If d is the degree of a Belyi covering, 2d + 8 power series terms would suffice (and exclude most of false rational reconstructions). Secondly, given a branching pattern (and thus the exponent differences of presumably related Heun and hypergeometric equations), the Belyi coverings ϕ(x) could be computed by assuming undetermined constants t, q, K and finding algebraic restrictions between them for reconstruction of ϕ(x) from the power series of ψ −1 0 (Kψ 1 (x) ). This approach does not appear practical, but §5.2 presents a deterministic algorithm that uses an implied Heun-to-hypergeometric transformation in a similarly general way, and eliminates all undetermined variables except 3 before calling Gröbner basis routines. And thirdly, our probabilistic algorithm §5.1 searches through all possible t, q, K in finite fields, reconstructs possible minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi functions over considered finite fields, and uses a version of Henzel lifting to produce Belyi functions in Q(x).
Computation of Belyi coverings
The list of minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi functions was originally generated by a probabilistic algorithm by a thorough examination of Heun functions and their Schwarz maps over some finite fields, and lifting, identifying the obtained Belyi functions in Q(x). This is explained in §5.1. The complete list was generated by considering at most 7 finite fields F p = Z/(p) for p < 960, though eventually we kept the algorithm running for total 100 primes. In principle, this does not ensure completeness of the list however. The deterministic algorithm in §5.2 takes a branching pattern as an input, and produces the Belyi coverings with that branching pattern. By using the implied Heun-to-hypergeometric transformations, smaller degree algebraic systems for undetermined coefficients are obtained than with straightforward methods, and with far less parasitic solutions [14] . The deterministic algorithm produced the same Belyi maps (up to Möbius transformations) as the probabilistic one. Completeness of our results is proved assuming correct implementation of the deterministic algorithm.
As a practical matter of confidence, the completeness of results is foremost verified by the same output of the two independent algorithms. In addition, we did a combinatorial search to find all minus-4-hyperbolic dessins d'enfant, up to degree 36. This gives a verification of a large part (≈ 95%) of relevant branching patterns, covering ≈ 91% of obtained dessins. We also compared the list of Belyi functions with the r-field in R with Felikson's list [9] of Coxeter decompositions in the hyperbolic plane; see Appendix §D. This provides enough confidence in completeness of our results.
A probabilistic modular method
The used probabilistic algorithm is based on the expectation that a Belyi function with any realization field will be properly defined over a p-adic field Q p for some prime p among a sequence of considered subsequent or random primes. Concretely, suppose that a Belyi function ϕ(x) pulls-back a hypergeometric equation to Heun's equation with specific parameters t, q, and that respective Schwarz maps of both equations are identified by a constant K as described after Remark 4.1. If t, q, K are elements of a number field Q(α), then ϕ(x) ∈ Q(α)(x). By Chebotarev's theorem [30] , the minimal polynomial for α has a root in F p for a positive density of primes p. The density is at least 1/D, where D is the degree of the number field Q(α). For all but finitely many of those primes, we will have α ∈ Q p and t, q, K ∈ Z p (the p-adic integers). The Belyi function ϕ(x) can be found as follows: 9 In the general context of Fuchsian equations related by a pull-back transformation, the pull-back covering can be similarly recovered by a proper identification (up to a constant multiple) of Schwarz maps as well. In fact, our implemented algorithms often assume a pull-back of a hypergeometric equation to a Fuchsian equation with 4 singularities (rather than canonically normalized Heun's equation), so to avoid unnecessaary extensions of the moduli field. This is done when two or more branching fractions are equal and represent points in the same fiber, as demonstrated by the polynomial W in Example 5.2. Instead of the constants t, q, K in §5.1, the constants j, q, K were generally used.
(i) Consider all possible values t, q, C ∈ F p of the reduction of t, q, K modulo an (eventually) suitable prime p;
(ii) Reconstruct ϕ(x) as a rational function in F p [x] by identifying the Schwarz maps as described after Remark 4.1. We need the first 2d + 8 terms in the Schwarz maps ψ 0 (x) and ψ 1 (x) to be in F p , so p has to be sufficiently large. For example, if a local exponent difference is 1/3, then we need p > 3(2d + 8) to ensure that local hypergeometric solutions have the first 2d + 8 coefficients in Z p . For degree 60 coverings, the starting prime was 907 > 7(2 · 60 + 8).
(iii) Use Hensel lifting to obtain an expression of ϕ(x) in Q p ;
(iv) Use LLL techniques to compute minimal polynomials of its coefficients, thus reconstructing ϕ(x) as an element of Q(α)(x).
Our strategy is as follows. For each branching pattern of Tables 2.3.7-3.4.4, we run through a sequence of primes p and the possible reduced values t, q, C ∈ F p [x]. For each of the O(p 2 ) pairs of t, q we have to compute series expansions for the solutions of H 0 and H 1 . This is done rapidly using linear recurrences for coefficients of these solutions; Maple has the command gfun[diffeqtorec] for getting the recurrences. We expect ϕ to be in
, then this poses certain necessary conditions 10 on the p-adic valuations of the coefficients of ψ 0 and ψ 1 . We compute the series solutions of H 0 and H 1 to enough precision so that we can test these necessary conditions. This way, many pairs t, q can be discarded, and we typically end up with O(p 1 ) pairs. Thus, the rational reconstruction step (ii) "only" needs to be called for O(p 2 ) combinations of t, q, K.
If we find a ϕ mod p, we store it in a file. Another program will Hensel lift it, apply LLL reconstruction to Q(α)(x), and compare with the already computed data base. Each Belyi map ϕ has a density δ ϕ of suitable primes. The expectation number of times that the same ϕ will be found is then 100 · δ ϕ . Unless the density is tiny, the likelihood that ϕ will be found is very high. The smallest δ ϕ encountered was 1/6, for the H10-H14 coverings 11 with the realization field Q(ζ 7 ). Most of the table was found after just two primes. The first 10 primes took about a week on Maple, running on 8 Intel X3210 CPU cores. Among the 100 primes, each Belyi function was found at least 16 times.
The modular method is quite slow, because O(p 2 ) combinations of t, q, C have to be inspected for each p. But its advantage is low requirement of computer memory. This means that the computation can continue for weeks on end, without a risk that the computation will halt due to memory problems, and without human intervention (this is important, because if human intervention is needed in any of the steps, then, in a table with hundreds of cases, a gap would become likely).
A deterministic algorithm
A (k, , m)-minus-4 Belyi function is determined by a polynomial identity
where P, Q, R are monic polynomials in C[x] whose roots are the regular branchings, and U, V, W are polynomials whose roots are exceptional points with correct multiplicities. The Belyi function is then expressed as
2)
The polynomials P, Q, R should not have multiple roots; V may be monic. The degrees of the polynomials in (5.1) are determined by the branching pattern and the assignment of x = ∞. The most straightforward 10 If
, with a i ∈ Qp, and if the first a i ∈ Zp is an,
is the result of the substitution, then the first b i ∈ Zp must be bmn. 11 The estimate δϕ ≥ 1/deg Q(α) is sharp when Q(α) ⊃ Q is a Galois extension. This is the case for Q(ζ 7 ). Higher degree encountered number fields (such as for J28) had significantly higher δϕ > 1/6.
computational method is to assume undetermined coefficients of the polynomials in (5.1), and solve the resulting system of algebraic equations between the coefficients. This is not practical for Belyi functions of degree ≥ 12, mainly because of numerous parasitic [14] solutions where some polynomials in (5.1) have common roots. A more restrictive set of equations for undetermined coefficients can be obtained by differentiating ϕ(x), as comprehensively described in [24, §2.1]. In particular, the roots of ϕ (x) include the branching points above ϕ = 1 with the multiplicities reduced by 1. A factorized shape of the logarithmic derivative of ϕ(x) and ϕ(x) − 1 must be the following:
Here h 1 , h 2 are constants, and F is the product of irreducible factors of U V W , each to the power 1. On the other hand,
We have thus two expressions for both logarithmic derivatives, of ϕ(x) and ϕ(x) − 1. As shown in [24, §2.1], this gives a generally stronger over-determined set of algebraic equations, of smaller degree and with less parasitic solutions. If k = 2, the polynomial R can be even eliminated symbolically.
To get an even more restrictive system of algebraic equations, we utilize the fact that our Belyi functions transform hypergeometric equations to Heun equations. The method bluntly uses the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1 Let ϕ(x) be a Belyi map as in (5.2). Hypergeometric equation (4.1) with
is transformed to the following differential equation under the pull-back transformation
P r o o f. A lengthy symbolic computation, using (5.2) and (5.4).
The transformed equation is to be identified with the target Heun equation, or (if the roots of U, V, W are not normalized to x = 0, 1, t, ∞) with a Fuchsian equation with 4 singularities at the roots of U V W . The accessory parameter q is a new undetermined variable. The terms to dY (x)/dx are always identical, but comparison of the terms to Y (x) gives new algebraic equations between the undetermined variables. If k = 2, = 3, not only R but also P can be eliminated symbolically. The two expressions in (5.4) and Lemma 5.1 then give a non-linear differential equation for Q, with q and the coefficients of U, V, W as parametric variables. After substitution of general polynomial expression for Q, we collect to the powers of x and get a system of algebraic equation for undetermined coefficients. This is explained more thoroughly in [24, §2.2] . The logarithmic derivative ansatz and Lemma 5.1 do not use the location ϕ = 1 of the third fiber, hence the polynomials U, V, W can be assumed to be monic as well. Then the Belyi function ϕ(x) has to be adjusted by a constant multiple at the latest stage. In most cases, all but 3 variables 12 are eliminated linearly, leaving only so many variables for hard Gröbner basis computations. Our implementation [23, ComputeBelyi.mpl] for Maple 15 computes the degree 60 Belyi maps in 110s, the Galois orbit J28 in 274s, and the orbit pair H11, J26 in 830s.
Example 5.2 Consider computation of degree 54 Belyi functions with the branching fractions 1/7, 1/7, 1/7, 2/7. We assign the branching fraction 2/7 to x = ∞, so that U = W = 1. The polynomials P, Q, R, V are assumed to be monic, without multiple roots, of degree 18, 7, 27, 3 respectively. If we would assume V = x(x − 1)(x − t), the Heun equation would have a = 9/14, b = 13/14 and c = d = 6/7. To avoid increase of the moduli field, we rather assume V = x 3 + v 2 x + v 3 . Here the x 2 term is zero-ed by a translation x → x + β, so that only scaling Möbius transformations x → α x are left to act. The transformed Fuchsian equation must have the following term to Y (x): ab(x − q)/V . The logarithmic derivative ansatz gives
while Lemma 5.1 gives
Symbolic elimination of R, P on Maple gives the following differential expression:
Here the values V = 6x, V = 6, V = 0 are simplified. Substituting the explicit V , Q = x 7 + c 1 x 6 + . . . + c 6 x + c 7 and clearing the denominator, we obtain a polynomial expression of degree 15 in x. The leading term gives q = −5c 1 /52. The next term gives nothing new (as follows from [24, Lemma 2.1]). But the next 5 equations allow subsequent elimination of c 3 , c 4 , c 5 , c 6 , c 7 in terms of c 1 , c 2 , v 2 , v 3 . The 4 remaining variables are weighted-homogeneous, with the weights 1, 2, 2, 3. Elimination of v 2 , v 3 using the other 10 equations is done with the Gröbner basis routine of Maple 15 in about 35s (on a PC with 2.66GHz Intel Core Duo). The algebraic system has 4 Galois orbits of solutions, 3 of them parasitic 13 . The proper solution has the label D28. We can take
The expression for ϕ(x) is long. We looked for an optimizing Möbius transformation. The bit size of ϕ(x) is reduced by the factor ≈ 2.26 after the Möbius substitution x → (241x − 212)/(x + 4). Then
where Q = 3x 
Two rational functions ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ∈ Q(x) are called Möbius-equivalent, denoted ϕ 1 ∼ ϕ 2 , if there exists µ ∈ O with ϕ 1 • µ = ϕ 2 . A realization field of a Belyi covering ϕ is a number field over which a Möbius equivalent function ϕ • µ is defined. The r-field from Definition 2.3 is such a field, but often not of minimal degree. Definition 6.1 Let ϕ ∈ Q(x) be a Belyi function. The moduli field M ϕ is the fixed field of {σ ∈ Gal(Q/Q) | ϕ ∼ σ(ϕ)}.
Clearly M ϕ ⊆ K ϕ for any realization field K ϕ . The moduli field is known to be equal the intersection of the realization fields of ϕ. Two Belyi functions are Möbius-equivalent if and only if they have the same dessin d'enfant up to homotopy. Thus, the moduli field of a dessin d'enfant is well defined. The number of different dessins (up to homotopy) in a Galois orbit is equal to the degree of the moduli field.
For each Belyi function ϕ in our list, we determined its moduli field and realization fields. Among the minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi functions, there are 14 Galois orbits for which the moduli field not a realization field. They are given in Table 2 . The realization fields are then determined by an obstruction conic, as explained in §6.1. The last two columns characterize the conics.
The moduli fields are computed directly from Definition 6.1 by checking which Galois conjugates of ϕ are Möbius-equivalent to ϕ. The computed Belyi functions ϕ always had
, let σ be the non-trivial element of Gal(K ϕ /Q(j)). Our moduli fields are then determined by just checking whether ϕ ∼ σ(ϕ).
The dessins d'enfant of most of the Belyi maps of Table 2 are depicted in Figure 2 . The other Galois orbits with obstructed dessins are found in Figures 1 and 3 . The interesting questions whether a dessin has a moduli field ⊂ R, and if so, does it have a realization over R, are considered in [5] . Although all moduli fields in the obstructed cases are real, not all their dessins have a reflection symmetry (i.e., have a realization over R). Rather, their complex conjugates are equivalent to the original up to homotopy that permutes the cells, reflecting a non-trivial Möbius equivalence. The number of these skew-symmetric dessins depends on the number of bad ∞-primes shown in the last column of Table 2 . The moduli field for H1, H10-H14 has three infinite primes, but only two of them are bad. Therefore one dessin in those orbits has a reflection symmetry, and the other two are skew symmetric. Likewise, F1 and F11 each have one dessin with R-realization and one dessin without. 
Obstructions on realization fields
If the moduli field M ϕ is not a realization field, the realization fields are determined by a conic obstruction. For each of the cases of Table 2 , the realization fields are those extensions of M ϕ that have a rational point on the conic curves given in the sixth column.
be the group of Möbius automorphisms of ϕ. For any σ ∈ Γ ϕ we have
If for each σ ∈ Γ ϕ we can choose such µ σ ∈ O so that µ σ • σ(µ ρ ) = µ σρ for any σ, ρ ∈ Γ ϕ , then we have a cocycle of Galois cohomology [20] representing an element of H 1 (Γ ϕ , O). This choice is certainly possible if |O ϕ | = 1. The realization fields L are then those which are mapped to the identity in H 1 (Gal(Q/L), O). As recalled in [10] , the elements of H 1 (Γ ϕ , O) are in one-to-one correspondence with isomorphism classes of conic curves over M ϕ . This is a special case of the construction in [20, Ch. XIV] .
In turn, a conic is determined up to birational equivalence over M ϕ by the primes p of bad reduction. The number of bad primes is always even. The bad primes are precisely those for which ϕ has no realization over the completion of M ϕ at p. The completion at a real prime is isomorphic to R. Notice that the conics for C6 and F4 look the same u 2 + v 2 + 1 = 0 but over different moduli fields. In particular, their sets of bad primes differ. In [10, §7] it is proved that if ϕ(x) ∈ Q(x) has a Galois cocycle, then there is a realization over a quadratic extension of the moduli field M ϕ . These realizations are straightforward to obtain for Belyi functions with exactly two points of some branching order in the same fiber f ∈ {0, 1, ∞}. Designating those two points as x = ∞, x = 0 extends the moduli field at most quadratically. This applies to all our examples except D45, F6, H13, H14.
Suppose now ϕ(x) ∈ M ϕ ( √ A) for A ∈ M ϕ , and let µ(x) ∈ O be the cocycle representative of those Galois elements that conjugate
With x = ∞, x = 0 set as just above, the possible Möbius transformations are x → −x or x → B/x. In the former case, the quadratic extension disappears after the scaling x → √ A x.
Lemma 6.2 Suppose that we have a Belyi function ϕ(x) ∈ M ϕ ( √ A) where M ϕ is the moduli field. Suppose that there is a Galois cocycle that sends the Galois elements that conjugate
P r o o f. The functions
are invariant under the Galois action, hence they are M ϕ -rational functions on the obstruction conic. They are related by u 2 = Av 2 + B. 
We have |O ϕ | = 1, since the numerator of ϕ(y) − ϕ(x) has only one linear factor y − x. Let σ : √ −3 → − √ −3 denote the non-trivial element of Gal(Q( √ −3)/Q). The numerator of ϕ(y) − σ(ϕ(x)) has a linear factor xy + 5, giving the Möbius transformation µ(x) = −5/x for σ(ϕ) = ϕ • µ. By Lemma 6.2, the obstruction conic is isomorphic to C : u 2 + 3v 2 + 5 = 0. We can express ϕ as a function on this conic by writing ϕ(x) as a product of Laurent polynomials and substituting
The expression is ϕ = u 6 + 5 12
A point (u 0 , v 0 ) ∈ C defined over some number field L ⊃ Q gives a parametrization λ : P 1 → C by the lines passing through (u 0 , v 0 ). The composition ϕ • λ gives then a realization of ϕ over L. Formula (6.1) gives one such parametrization. The conic C is isomorphic to the conic given by u 2 + 2v 2 + 5 = 0 as they have the same set of bad primes. A projective isomorphism is (u :
The obstructed cases without a cocycle are the following: D45, F6, H13, H14. These are exactly the cases of Table 2 with |O ϕ | > 1. In fact, |O ϕ | = 2 for these Galois orbits 14 . To get explicit realizations for these Belyi functions, we suggest to take their quotients by O ϕ . The quotients are C30, F4, H12, H10, respectively.
14 Non-existence of a cocycle defined over R can be shown geometrically by using the criterium in [5, Theorem 2] . Each of the dessins for D45, F6, H13, H14 without a reflection symmetry has a tetrahedral carcass (obtained by taking out some faces around 4 exceptional points or cells). A pair of opposite tetrahedron edges e, f relate to the exceptional faces differently than the other tetrahedron edges. If we assume the tetrahedron to have equal straight edges, the dessin symmetry is rotation by π around the axis connecting the midpoints of e, f . The complex conjugation is realized by permutations w, w −1 of half-edges (connecting black vertices and white midpoints) that swap e, f and cyclically permute the other 4 tetrahedron edges. The order of w is thus 4, but we must have w 2 =id for a cocycle. 
. For F11, we use the expression in [10] and obtain
the expression for F11 becomes u 5 (1 − u − v)/v, though the conic equation then becomes complicated.
Ambiguous moduli fields
The moduli field for the Galois orbit F7 is M = Q( 3 + 6 √ 2) by the standard definitions. However, the branching pattern is 
The function 3 + 6 √ 2 2ϕ(x) − 1 is defined over Q( √ 2) and branches only above z = ∞ and z = ± 3 + 6 √ 2. Defining a Belyi function by requiring branching in any (at most) 3 fibers, not specifically {0, 1, ∞}, would make no geometrical difference because of Möbius transformations on P 1 z . But evidently, there are arithmetic consequences for moduli and realization fields. The number of dessins for F7 is 2 or 4 depending of whether the dessins are counted up to Möbius equivalence on P 1 z or not. Figure 3 depicts two of the dessins for F7. The other two are obtained by swapping the color labeling of black and white vertices. If the symmetric fibers are put at z = 0, z = 1, the transformation z → 1 − z swaps the two symmetric fibers and changes the sign of 3 + 6 √ 2. One conjugation of √ 2 gives 3 + 6 √ 2 ∈ R, hence one of the dessins is real.
Most remarkably, the Galois orbits F1 and F11 demonstrate a mix of a conic obstruction and ambiguous moduli field. Their realization fields are obstructed by the conics in Table 2 if we insist in having the branching fibers at {0, 1, ∞}. But Möbius transformations on P 1 z of their Belyi functions can be expressed over the moduli fields. Reflecting this, the first dessin of F1 in Figure 3 is symmetric if vertex coloring is ignored, but the black and white vertices are interchanged by the complex conjugation. A Belyi function for F1 is
with a proper integration constant setting the branching fibers z = 0, z = 1. But an expression in Q( √ 2)(x) is obtained after multiplication by −6 √ 2 and loosening the integration constant. The dessins for F11 are drown in Figure 3 in two variations: first compactly, by hiding white vertices of order 2; then assigning the black and white vertices to represent points of order 5 to show the fiber interchanging symmetry. A Belyi function for F11 is 8) where P = 5x 4 − 68x 3 + 188x 2 + 136x + 20. The Galois orbits F11, G47, A19 with the same branching pattern are considered in [10] , [31, Example 5.7] , though the consequence of auto-duality for F11 is not noticed.
Examples of coverings with this dual interpretation of the moduli field are given in [7] . One example of Pharamond is the branching pattern 4 + 2 + 1 = 4 + 2 + 1 = 4 + 2 + 1 with two Galois orbits. One moduli field is Q( −1 − 2 √ 2), though rational functions can be expressed over Q( √ 2) if the fiber location is not fixed. A function for the other orbit can be similarly written over Q( √ −6), while the moduli field is of degree 12, obtained by adjoining the roots of the polynomial
A Appendix: Sorting criteria
In §3.1, the minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi functions were grouped into 10 classes A-J. We order the Belyi functions inside those classes by the following criteria:
(a) the first criterium is the j-invariant;
(b) the second criterium is the branching fractions 16 ;
(c) the last criterium is the degree of the covering.
The sort of j-invariants lexicographically adheres to the following criteria:
(a1) the j-field;
(a2) the t-field;
(a3) the leading coefficient of the minimal polynomial in Z[x] for the j-invariant.
The order of j-fields and t-fields is settled by the following criteria:
(f1) the field degree;
(f2) if the field is a quadratic extension of Q then:
(f1a) real quadratic fields have precedence over Q( √ a) with a < 0; (f1b) the fields Q( √ a) with the same sign of a are ordered by the increasing order of |a|.
(f3) if the field is of higher degree, then the criterium is the field discriminant. 16 The first two criteria establish that our list is basically sorted by Heun equations. To identify the Heun equations, invariants describing accessory parameters should be added [28, §D] .
The integers in (a3) and (f3) are ordered as follows:
(i1) the product of the primes dividing the integer;
(i2) the absolute value.
The numbers in (i1), (i2), (f1b) and (c) are ordered in the increasing order. The tuples of branching fractions are ordered as follows (b1) in each tuple, the four branching fractions are ordered in the increasing order of their denominators, then secondarily the numerators.
(b2) the tuples are compared lexicographically, from their first elements, and the elements are matched first by their denominators then numerators.
These criteria break all ties in our list of Belyi functions. Due to (i1), the fields or t-values that ramify or degenerate modulo the same set of primes are placed next to each other. The leading coefficient in (a3) gives information about the primes where the covering is ramified. In particular, for j ∈ Q the leading coefficient is the denominator of j.
B Appendix: The A-J tables
The following pages display tables of Galois orbits of minus-4-hyperbolic Belyi functions, grouped as specified in §3.1 and ordered by the criteria in §A. All tables contain the following columns:
• Id: the label from A1 to J28;
• Branching frac.: the branching fractions of a minus-4-hyperbolic function;
• d: the degree of a Belyi function;
: the values of k, , m written compactly. For k = 2, = 3, m ≥ 10, only the value of m ∈ [10, 14] is given.
• Monodromy/comp. or Mndr/cmp.: The monodromy group G = . . . is given for indecomposable coverings, and compositions are indicated otherwise. The composition notation is explained in §C.
Other occasional columns:
• j-invariant: given if it is in Q \ {1728}, in a factorized form;
• d j : the degree of the j-field (in tables I, J);
• disc Q(j), disc Q(t): the field discriminants. If the extension Q(t) ⊃ Q(j) is of degree 6, the degree of the the t-field is indicated in the disc Q(t) column in a small underlined font.
• √ : indicates the quadratic extension of either the t-field (in Tables C, D) or of the j-field (in Tables F, G) ;
• m-√ : the quadratic extension for the moduli field (only in table A);
• r-√ : the quadratic extension for the r-field (only in table A). Figure 1, 2, 3 earlier. 17 Our policy of drawing dessins is the following. White vertices of order 2 are not shown, but the edges going through them are drawn thick. Other white vertices are shown, but the incident edges are drawn thin. A black vertex of degree ≥ 2 is not drawn (as it is a clear branching point), unless it is incident to a thin edge. The dessins were drawn from the combinatorial representations (g 0 , g 1 , g∞) first by hand, then by using a developed script language that was translated to LaTeX using Maple. 18 Apart from the #-labeling and Figure 1 , all other pictures represent either one dessin (if there is a reflection symmetry) or two dessins related by a complex comnjugation (otherwise). In the cases like B13, F12, a reflection symmetry should be imagined on the Riemann sphere, along a "circular" equator.
Id
Branching frac. 
C Appendix: Composite Belyi functions
Composition of a Belyi function ϕ(x) into smaller degree rational functions can be decided from the function field lattice between C(x) and C(ϕ), as described in [15 [28, §4.3] often occur as composition parts. The quadratic transformation 2 H acts on the exponent differences as (1/2, 1/2, α, β) ← (α, α, β, β) and changes the j-invariant to a 2-isogenous j-invariant. The transformation 4 H = 2 H • 2 H transforms (1/2, 1/2, 1/2, α) ← (α, α, α, α) and does not change the j-invariant. The composite transformations could be figured out by a careful consideration of possible compositions of hypergeometric-to-hypergeometric, indecomposable hypergeometric-to-Heun (parametric or some newly implied), and Heun-to-Heun transformations. That would constitute yet another check 19 l l l equation. The degree formula in Lemma 3.1(ii) can be interpreted as the area ratio between the hyperbolic quadrangle and the triangles, if we multiply both the numerator and the denominator by π. Subdivisions of hyperbolic quadrangles (or triangles) into congruent hyperbolic triangles are called Coxeter decompositions in [9] . The list of Coxeter decompositions can be compared with our list of Belyi maps with the r-field ⊂ R, providing a mutual check of completeness. The Belyi functions of Tables D, E, G (of Appendix B) give no Coxeter decompositions, as their r-fields certainly have no real embeddings. The obstructed Belyi functions of §6 give no Coxeter decompositions either (except F7 of §6.2). Here is the count of Coxeter decompositions induced by our Belyi functions:
• Table A gives 10 Coxeter decompositions. The last column shows that the other 14 Belyi functions have imaginary quadratic r-fields.
• Tables B, C give 23 + 34 decompositions. The cases 21 with an imaginary quadratic extension Q(t) ⊃ Q(j) are B2, B6, B9, B10, B12, B18, B19, B21, B22, B27, B28 and C2, C3, C6, C11, C22, C24, C30, C31.
• Each entry of the F-table with discrim Q(t) < 0 gives one Coxeter decomposition; 10 in total.
• The entries F3, F23 with Q(t) = Q(j) give pairs of Coxeter decompositions. F20 gives another pair with the t-field Q( √ 7, √ 3), but F25 gives none with the t-field Q( 4 √ 22 − 22). Figure 12 ] represent the Galois orbits F18, B3, C20, C37, F7, H21, A17, H15, A19, respectively. They can be obtained from our listed quadrangles of (respectively) F19, B4, C21, C38, F8, H22, A18, H16, A20 by pairing their triangles to larger triangles with the requisite angles (π/3, π/3, π/4), (π/3, π/4, π/4), (π/3, π/3, π/5) or (π/2, π/5, π/5).
E Appendix: Arithmetic observations
As observed in [28, §2.3] , the t-parameters of Heun equations reducible to hypergeometric equations by a pul-back transformation are arithmetically interesting. The whole orbit (2.1) of t-values can be encoded by an arithmetic identity A + B = C with algebraic integers A, B, C (as "co-prime" as possible), as the set {A/C, B/C, C/A, C/B, −A/B, −B/A}. Here are these identities for a few t-orbits in Q: The terms in these identities involve only small primes, usually in some power. Correspondingly, the t-values factorize nicely in Q. These identities are interesting in the context of the ABC conjecture [30] and S-unit equations [30] . The "factorization" pattern holds for the t-values in algebraic extensions of Q as well, though arithmetic quality is then measured more technically [19] by the prime places and arithmetic height in P 2 (Q). The underlying reason is that the Belyi coverings (of pull-back transformations) tend to degenerate only modulo a few small primes [2] . Hence the t-orbit (2.1) degenerates only modulo those bad primes.
Amidst the encountered examples, we find the following well-known identities A + B = C in quadratic fields:
C18 : They are among top 12 known examples of remarkable ABC identities [19] in algebraic number fields. Their ABC-quality is ≈ 1.697794, 1.707222, respectively, while Nitaj's table [19] includes examples with the quality > 1.5. The Belyi function D42 gives a new example in Q( √ −14) with the quality log(3 13 5 3 )/ log(56 · 2 · 7 · 3 2 · 5
2 ) ≈ 1.581910. However, the class number of Q( √ −14) is equal to 4, hence an explicit arithmetic identity is less impressive, without 13th powers: .
The numbers under the 23rd power have the norm 2, while the numbers in the (-6)th power are units.
